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A mechanism is presented explammg a reported heavy-atom-Induced
magnetic field effect as a consequence of nonequihbrmm tnplet sublevel population m an mtermedlate euclplex. The tnplet exclplex spm polanzatlon IS induced by sublevel-selective mtersystem crossmg from the ewlplex trIplet to Its smglet ground state and IS decreased by an external magnetic field. The theory accounts almost quantltatrvely for the observed influence of magnetx field strength and lieavyatom substltuents

1. Introduction

2. Kinetic mode1

Recently we reported a magnetic field effect on
the ra&cal yield of electron-transfer
reactions between a dye tnplet and heavy-atom-substituted
electron donors [l]. As a possible explanation
we suggested that it m&t be due to a magnetic field modulation
of gemmate radrcai pair recombination
accordmg to
the *-mechannm.
Though tlus explanation
IS quahtatlvely reasonable it is not supported by a quantitatne apphcation
of current radical-pair theones. In a
recent analysis of the &-mechanism,
apphed to the
smglet recombination
yreld of geminate radical parrs
produced m the tnplet state 121, Schulten and
Epstein [3] showed that with LQ = 0.01 ar.d a magnetlc field of 10 kG, the smglet recombination
yield
15 of the order of 1 .S%, whereas we observe a magnetic field effect of about 12% at 4 kG W&I a system
where the g-factor difference 1s not hkely to be
greater than 0.01.
In tlus letter we give a prelunmary
presentation
of
a mechanism whch can quantiratlvely
account for
the heavy-atom-mduced
magneuc field effects.

As previously demonstrated
[4] a tnplet exciplex,
3(AD+), of radical-pair-hke structure has to be assumed as the prim&
product m the electron-transfer
reaction between dye tnplet (3A”) and electron donor
@)I
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Scheme 1.

Therefore, if a radical-pau mechanism fails to explain
the magnetic field effect, it is tempting to mvoke a
magnetrc field effect on the dynamics of the tnplet
exciplex.
Considenng
the mtersystem
crossing process leading from the triplet to the singlet ground state, we
have to regard the contnbutlons
of the triplet sublevels separately. As wrll be shown in a forthcoming
paper [S], the three triplet substates of the exciplex
are not equally effective 111intersystem
crossing and
for simphcity we assume here that mtersystem
crossmg occurs ordy from two substates (denoted TX and
T,,) and IS negligble
from the third substate (Tz)_ Of
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course the zero-field splitting of the exciplex triplet
substates is rather small. Because of the dominating
charge-transfer character in the cases under consideration [4], the D-value is expected to be of the order
of 0.02 cm-l [6], corresponding to a Zeeman splitting in a magnetrc field of about 200 G. In solutions
at room temperature these levels are populated equally. However, If there is a fast intersystem crossing
from two of these levels, comparable in its rate or
faster than the relaxation of the triplet sublevel population, a nonequdbrium distributron over the triplet
sublevels wfl be mamtained durmg the decay of the
exciplex
The radical yield obtained under such conditions
WIIIbe higher than under equihbnum conditions,
since the dissociation rate constant is not expected
to be spin selectrve. If in such a case the rate of relaxation among the triplet sublevels can be increased by
some external influence, the radical yield will decrease. Smce an external magnetic field has the effect
of mixing the triplet sublevels of the randomly oriented rotatmg triplet excrplexes, it provides an effective
additional relaxatron mechanism with the consequence
that the radical yield decreases with increasing magnetic field strength.
An exact treatment of the proposed mechanism
should be based on the solution of the appropriate
stochastic Liouville equatron and will be presented
elsewhere [5]. Here we treat the problem in a simple
but more rllustrative kinetic approximation described
by:
k1,
r,

fr

fr
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TY are not distinguished kinetically we treat them as
one comiion state.
Assuming equal population of the triplet subIeveIs
when the exciplex is formed, with scheme II we arrive
at the following expression for the radical yield Gti,

As will be shown in detail elsewhere [S 1, the ef!Zective
relaxation rate constant of the triplet sublevels in the
presence of an external magnetic field is given by
r = r()(l + 5x2 + 4X4)/(1

+ 3x2 f 0.8x4)

,

(2)

where r. is the relaxation constant in the absence of
an external field and x is defied by
x =g&#i-l/r0

.

(3)

Here B is the magnetic field strength,g the gyromagnetic ratio and fig is the Bohr magneton. In the derivation of eq. (2) the zero-field splitting of the exciplex
has been neglected, so that one might expect some
discrepancy between theoretical and experimental results at fields below 1 kG.
The relaxation constant r. of the triplet sublevels
in zero field can be obtained by the following argument. The zero-field splitting of the exciplex corresponds to a characteristic time of approximately 300
ps which is much longer than the orientational correlation time to be expected for the exciplex in a sokent
like methanol. Hence it will be a gocd approximation
to assume that during the rotational diffusion of the
exciplex the spin remains almost fmed in the laboratory system. As a consequence the triplet sublevel
relaxation time l/r0 should be well approximated by
the orientations relaxation time rD which can be cdculated by the Debye formula [7]

I ksc

l/Q = T,, = $r&q/kT,

t

where rD is the Debye radius, q is the solvent viscosity,
T the absolute temperature and k Boltzmann’s constant.
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Scheme II.

It is assumed that the eqruhbrium of the triplet sublevel population can be described by a single rate constant r. k, denotes the mtersystem crossing rate constant for the substates TX and T,,, k, is the rate constant for exciplex dusociation into radicals and is assumed to be equal for TX, TV and T,. Since TX and

(4)

3. Comparison with experiment
To compare the predictions of our model with the
experimental results we shall proceed in the following
way. As expressed in eq. (l), ak is a function of k&,
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k, and B. We have determined @fr for a series of exciplexes wtth thionine as electron acceptor and various halogen ani.lines as electron donors 141. As was
demonstrated, halogen substnution of the an&e
leaves the dissocration rate constant k, of the exciplex approximately unaffected but changes k,, agnificantly. So, If we could guess the drssociatron rate
COt’tstatN kfr and assume a reasonable VdUe for rD in
eq. (4), we could calculate k, from the radrcal yield
at zero field ~en~efor~
denoted as %fr(k,, 0)) by
use of eqs. (l)-(4)
and predict the magnetic field effect R, defmed by
R = 10W’&k,

Q - %Jkk,

O)l/~&&. 0) ,
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as a

function of x1, and B. It IS indeed posnble to obtain a reasonable fit of our experimental data assumhg
the same value of kfr for ah systems invest&ated. The
best fit IS obtained with k, = 1.1 X 109 s-1 whereby
the relative accuracy of the magnetic field effects detected limits the accuracy of krr to ~~39%. Our calculations are based on a value of 25 X 109 s-1 for r. =
l/~~, co~espon~g
to a Debye radius of about 4 a
in methanol_
Frg. 1 shows the magnetic field effect R measured
and calculated as a function of magnetrc field strength
for the ~o~e~~-iodo~e
tnplet excrplex, Stnce
we neglected the influence of the zero-field sphtting,
we expect a discrepancy between theory and experiment m the reaon of low magnetic fields. Roughly

0

-2

.I.

Fig. 1, Refative magnetic fieid effect R as a fun&on of rnznetic field strength for the tnplzt ewlpleu tluonme@iodoamlme. Sohd curve, calculated as descriied tn text.
110

Fis. 2. Reiative magnettc field effect R as a function of radrcal
yield at zero field Qfr(kisc, 0). The numbers refer to the dtfferent electron donors hsted m table 1. Soltd curve, calculated
as described m text.

the influence of the zero-field splitting should be that
the magnetic field affects the sublevel k.inetrcs only at
values &D, so that, as a first-order correction, we
should shift our calculated curve -00
G to higher
fields. This might explain the deviatron of the point
at I kG where the magnetrc field dependence has tts
steepest descent.
In fig. 2 we compare theory and expenment v&h
respect to the influence of k, on the magnetic field
effect. Since we obtam k, from @‘fr measured at zero
field, we plot the magnetic field effect directly agamst
@f&k,, 0) rather than against k,. Agam theory and
expernnent compare favorably.
In order to justify the apphcabity
of our model,
it remams to be discussed whether the order of magnitude which had to be assumed for the exciplex dissociatron rate constant is reasonable, Weller and coworkers [S] observed a hsociation
rate constant of
3 X I O7 s--1 for the pyrene/3,5 -dunethoxy-dimethylandine singlet exciplex in methanol. In thrs case the
exciplex dissocrates mto a pair of oppositely charged
radical ions, whereas 111our case only the donor
radical rs positively charged, so that the dissociation
is not hindered by Coulomb attraction. This may explam the faster dissocration in our case where the exctplex bondmg IS probably only due to a resonance
stabrhzatton of the charge-transfer state by the locally
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excited tnplet state, (3A”D) ++ 3(AD’) [9,10]. Thus
kfr = 109 s-1 appears physically reasonable and the
good agreement between experimental and theoretical
results as demonstrated in figs. 1 and 2 suppons the
vali&ty of our model.

4. Concluding remarks
It may be anticipated that spin-orbit-couplingenhanced magnetic field effects of the kind reported
here will become a valuable tool to study the properbes and dynamics of short-lived triplet exciplexes.
Smce the orientational relaxation time provides an
absolute time basis for all rate processes shown m
scheme IL, we can now obtain absolute rate constants
for the intersystem crossing of the triplet exciplexes.
The values obtained for the systems described in tlus
paper are listed in tabIe 1, their reIative accuracy, as
in the case of kf,, amounting to +30%.
Refining the theoretical treatment and improving
the experimental accuracy should allow determination
of the zero-field splitting parameter of these and
sunilar systems which cannot be studied by ESR experiments. Thus detaded information on the electronic
structure of short-lived intermediates in eIectrontransfer reactions with excited triplet states may become avtiable.
It should be noted that scheme II provides a general
mechanism for magnetic field effects; it is not necessar~Iy restricted to triplet exciplexes but may involve
any triplet-state species provided it decays by a fast
sublevel-selective intersystem crossmg process comTable 1
Radical yields @fr and mtersystem crossmg rate constants
k,
for triplet exc:pleves between thionine and various electron donors
Donor a)

Qfr b,

k ISCc,

anlllm (1)
p-Br-andme (2)
m-I-tine
(3)
o-I-amlme (4)
p-I-aruhne (5)

0.91
0.48
0.46
0.21
0.11

0.15
1.8
2.0
6.8
16.3

a) Numbers m parentheses
b) hleasured at zero field.
c) 10’ s-l, accuracy i305,
109 s-1.

refer to data points in fii
calculahon
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peting with a non-sublevel-selective second decay
mechanism. Whereas in our case the second decay
channel is provided by the exciplex dissociation into
radicals, processes like hydrogen-atom or protontransfer may function as the second channel in other
cases.
Finally we point out that the model presented here
bears a close relation to a mechanism of electron spin
polarization in photochemically generated radicals as
suaested by Atkins and Evans [l 11. In their mechanism the different population rate constants of the
spin sublevels of a reacting triplet are chiefly important. Significant effects ensue if the quenching reaction of the triplet, leading to radical formation, is
faster than the relaxation of the triplet Zeernan level
population (TV). In our case, however, the sublevel
population of the precursor triplets (3A*) has aiready
obtained thermal equilibrium when the exciplexes are
formed (ii order to avoid reaction of the excited dye
singlets we generally choose fairly iow donor coucentrations so that the effective lifetime of 3Af is HQO1000 ns). The non-equilibrium sublevel population of
the exciplex triplet, 3(A.D+), is produced by its own
spin-selective depopulntion process. It may be concluded, however, that in our case, too, the radicals
formed should show spin polarization, and it might be
of interest to look for CIDEP effects in these systems,
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